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Abstract—For video broadcasting applications in a wireless
environment, layered transmission is an effective approach to
support heterogeneous receivers with varying bandwidth re-
quirements. There are several important issues that need to be
addressed for such layered video broadcasting systems. At the
session level, it is not clear how to allocate bandwidth resources
among competing video sessions. For a session with a given
bandwidth, questions such as how to set up the video layering
structure (i.e., number of layers) and how much bandwidth should
be allocated to each layer remain to be answered. The solutions to
these questions are further complicated by practical issues such
as uneven popularity among video sessions and video layering
overhead. This paper presents a systematic study to address
these issues for a layered video broadcasting system in a wireless
environment. The approach is to employ a generic utility function
for each receiver under each video session. They cast the joint
problem of layering and bandwidth allocation (among sessions
and layers) into an optimization problem of total system utility
among all the receivers. By using a simple two-step decomposition
of intersession and intrasession optimization, they derive efficient
algorithms to solve the optimal layering and bandwidth allocation
problem. Practical issues for deploying the optimal algorithm in
typical wireless networks are also discussed. Simulation results
show that the optimal layering and bandwidth allocation improves
the total system utility under various settings.

Index Terms—Broadcast, rate adaptation, resource allocation,
video communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the proliferation of web-based services and rapid
growth of wireless communication devices, layered

video broadcasting is becoming an important multimedia appli-
cation [1], [2]. An important advantage associated with layered
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video for such broadcast applications is that diverse user access
devices can be easily supported; devices (e.g., cellular phone,
PDA, laptop) with varying bandwidth and processing capa-
bility have the option to subscribe to an appropriate number
of layers of a video program (or session) to meet their unique
requirements and physical constraints. Hence, a single video
session with multiple layers can simultaneously accommodate
a group of users with different capacity requirements. As
an example, under the cumulative layered transmission [2],
[3], [28], a raw video is compressed into several layers. The
most significant layer, called the base layer, contains the data
representing the most important features of the video, while
additional layers, called enhancement layers, contain data that
progressively refine the reconstructed video quality. The layers
are then distributed to receivers via broadcast channels by a
layered transport protocol.

Recent advances in video coding have made it possible to
encode video with a very flexible layering structure [12], [17].
In such coders, both the bandwidth of a layer and the number
of layers can be dynamically manipulated with a fast response
time. In particular, advanced video streaming standards such
as the MPEG-4 delivery multimedia integration framework
(DMIF) [23] are capable of performing fast layer stream setup
and termination at a very low cost. Such flexibility in video
coding has enabled further opportunity to deliver video contents
with much improved efficiency and performance.

Although layered video has become very successful in a wire-
less environment, there are still several important issues that re-
main to be addressed for the delivery of layered video in a broad-
cast environment. First, there is a critical need for a bandwidth
allocation mechanism to allocate bandwidth among video ses-
sions (or programs). In a wireless environment, the total band-
width is a constrained resource that is shared among competing
video sessions [1]. A straightforward approach is to share the
total system bandwidth equally among all the sessions. Such an
approach, however, is not advisable since each session is of dif-
ferent importance (or value) and should be treated differently
in terms of bandwidth allocation. For example, a popular video
session attracting a large number of receivers should be allo-
cated with more bandwidth resources (consequently, providing
better perceptual quality and more revenue) than a session with
few receivers.

Second, for a video session under a given bandwidth budget,
it is not clear how the layering structure for this session should
be organized. In particular, questions such as how many layers
should be generated for this video session and how much band-
width should be allocated for each layer remain to be answered.
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There are several practical issues that need to be considered
when addressing the above questions. The first is the layering
overhead. Under a given session bandwidth, increasing the
number of layers means smaller bandwidth for each layer
and, hence, finer adaptation granularity on the receiver’s side
[4]. The drawback here is that more layers will bring in more
overhead (for both coding and transport), which diminishes the
benefits from the improved granularity in adding more layers
[12], [21], [22]. Another issue is that, under a typical wireless
broadcast environment, receivers’ capacities generally exhibit
some kind of clustered distribution (instead of uniform distri-
bution). This is because receivers usually use some standard
access interfaces. Therefore, if the bandwidth allocation among
the layers can explore this property, the mismatch of bandwidth
between a receiver’s capacity and the layers can be reduced,
which can translate into better performance at the receiver’s
end.

Motivated by these open problems, in this paper, we present
a systematic study that addresses the layering and bandwidth
allocation (among video sessions and layers) for video broad-
casting. Our study explores the flexible and dynamic property
of advanced video encoders at the source side to meet the
diverse requirements from the receivers. We introduce a generic
utility function for each receiver, which takes into account the
receiver’s physical capacity, actual received bandwidth, and
number of received layers. The utility function is designed to be
general enough to accommodate various performance measures,
e.g., throughput, video’s perceptual quality, user satisfaction,
and fairness. We show that the layering and bandwidth alloca-
tion problem can be formulated into an optimization problem of
maximizing the total system utilization, which is a sum of the
utilities among all the receivers in the system. By using a simple
two-step decomposition of intersession and intrasession allo-
cation, we derive computationally efficient (polynomial time)
algorithms for both intersession and intrasession optimization
problems. Furthermore, we address some important issues in
practice and demonstrate that the optimal allocation algorithm
can be implemented with existing layered video coders, where
both the computation overhead and deployment complexity are
kept at low levels.

To investigate the performance of our optimization algo-
rithms, we conduct performance studies under various settings.
Our results offer further understanding on issues such as lay-
ering overheads, perceptual video quality, and receiver capacity
distribution, and provide practical guidelines on the design of
video layering structure for broadcasting.

We organize the rest of the paper as follows. Section II
presents some related work. In Section III, we describe the
system model and introduce the notion of utility function for
our investigation. Section IV formulates the problem of optimal
layering and bandwidth allocation for video broadcasting. More
importantly, we derive computationally efficient algorithms
to solve the optimization problem. Section V discusses some
implementation and computation issues. In Section VI, we
present numerical results to demonstrate the performance of
our optimization algorithms. Finally, Section VII concludes
this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been extensive work on layered video transmis-
sion for both wired and wireless networks [3], [4], [13], [15].
McCanne et al. [3] proposed the first practical receiver-based
adaptation algorithm for layered video multicast over the In-
ternet. This algorithm, known as receiver-driven layered mul-
ticast (RLM), sends each video layer over a separate multicast
group. A receiver periodically joins a higher layer’s group to ex-
plore the available bandwidth. Since the adaptation is done only
on the receiver’s side, the granularity is considerably coarse,
given that the number of layers is limited and the bandwidth
for each layer are predetermined at the source.

To remedy this mismatch between a receiver’s capacity and
the bandwidth of the video layers, the use of “thin” layers [4] and
dynamic layer bandwidth allocation on the sender’s side [6]–[9]
have been proposed in the literature. Specifically, Shacham [5]
presented an optimal layer bandwidth allocation algorithm that
maximizes the total utility for all the receivers. It employs an ab-
solute utility function that depends on the received bandwidth.
Optimal algorithms using relative utility functions are presented
in [6] and [11]. These allocation algorithms assume end-to-end
adaptation and focus only on a single session case. Kar et al. [8]
presented an optimal algorithm that maximizes the total utility
for all the receivers belonging to different sessions by employing
some intermediaries. In the above optimization schemes, the
number of layers is usually assumed to be predetermined. Lay-
ering overheads, in particular, the overhead that depends on the
number of layers, are not considered. In addition, they are re-
stricted to specific utility functions or have some restrictions on
the utility functions that can be used, such as continuous, differ-
entiable, strictly concave or convex.

In mobile wireless networks, the adaptability of layered video
is used to trade off the carried traffic and the bandwidth degra-
dation, i.e., minimizing the overload probability of the system
by temporally reducing some receivers’ subscription levels and,
at same time, ensuring the degree of fairness among receivers
[13], [15], [16]. Many utility functions have been considered
in existing works. However, their optimization objective is dif-
ferent from our problem. For example, they mainly focus on the
unicast case rather than broadcast or multicast with heteroge-
neous receivers as we have addressed in this paper.

Our work in this paper is motivated by these previous efforts.
We consider a general utility formulation, which can accommo-
date different measures such as throughput, video quality, user
satisfaction, and fairness. It also takes into account the band-
width overhead for layered video, as existing experimental re-
sults show that such overhead is not negligible in practice [21],
[22]. We further consider the optimal allocation for multiple
video sessions with heterogeneous popularity. Our optimization
algorithm is also very general since it imposes very weak con-
straints on the utility function.

III. SYSTEM MODELING AND UTILITY FUNCTION

In this section, we describe the system model for our inves-
tigation of optimal video layering and bandwidth allocation in
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a broadcasting wireless environment. We also introduce the no-
tion of a utility function for each receiver, which serves as the
fundamental metric for our overall system optimization.

A. System Model

As suggested in [14] and [15], we mainly focus on the adap-
tation in a wireless local loop or an individual cell in a cellular
network. This is because, in current networks, the wireless link
bandwidth is much more valuable than the bandwidth of wired
links and thus becomes a dominant factor in overall system op-
timization. In the last two sections, we will also present some
discussions on multicell adaptation.

In such a wireless broadcast system, there is a central access
point (e.g., the base station of a cell) [1]. A set of video pro-
grams (called sessions) are simultaneously distributed to the
receivers from this central point, which assigns a total band-
width to all the video sessions. For each session, the video is
partitioned into multiple layers.

The central broadcast point also performs management func-
tions such as user registration and authentication. A receiver
who is interested in a particular video session1 should first send
a request to the central point along with a description of its capa-
bility (i.e., access capacity). Upon admission into a video ses-
sion, the receiver will subscribe to a set of cumulative layers
(starting from the base layer) commensurate with its capacity.
Note that a receiver cannot subscribe to a fraction of a layer. The
adaptation granularity on the receiver’s side is thus at the layer
level, which could result in a mismatch between a receiver’s ca-
pacity and the video layers if the number of layers is limited.
On the other hand, since each video layer is associated with an
encoding and transport overhead,2 for a total session bandwidth
budget, increasing the number of layers will lead to bandwidth
inefficiency in encoding.

As mentioned earlier, the capacity of the receivers in a net-
work typically follows some clustered distribution. Thus, we
let the central point be adaptive in setting the layering structure
and bandwidth allocation so as to exploit the clustering property
of the receivers’ capacity distribution. Specifically, this scheme
adaptively determines the number of layers for each session and
allocates the bandwidth among sessions as well as layers within
a session to maximize the system’s performance. This is a vi-
able approach since the central point has complete knowledge
of the capacity constraint for each receiver in each session.

In our system model, we use channel as the basic unit for
bandwidth allocation. A channel in a wireless system represents
a fixed unit for data transmission, e.g., a time slot in TDMA
systems, a frequency in FDMA systems, or a logical allocation
unit such as the logical channel in WCDMA [1]. We further as-
sume that each video layer can occupy only an integral number
of channels, and a receiver’s capacity is also expressed in the
number of channels.

1We assume that a video program (session) guide is sent to all receivers via a
dedicated broadcast channel.

2The overhead depends on the number of layers as well as each layer’s band-
width [12], [21], [22].

B. Utility Function

A challenging issue for multisession video broadcasting
is heterogeneity. First, each receiver has a different capacity,
which imposes an upper bound of the video bandwidth it
can subscribe to. Second, each video session enjoys different
popularity and should thus be treated differently in bandwidth
allocation. For example, a video session showing a newly
released movie attracting a large number of receivers clearly
should have preferential treatment in bandwidth allocation than
another less popular video session with few receivers, even
if both sessions use similar video coding format. To quantify
such heterogeneity among receivers and video sessions, we
introduce the notion of utility function for each receiver. The
total system utility is the sum of the utilities among all the
receivers for all the sessions in the system.

There are two categories of utility functions used in the lit-
erature. One category can be called “absolute” utility, referring
to performance metrics being directly used as the utility func-
tion. For example, the video bandwidth delivered to the receiver
[9] or the video quality perceived by the receiver [16], which
can be measured by the mean-opinion-score (MOS) or the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [24]. In general, an absolute func-
tion for a given video content is a function of the video band-
width and, with layered coding, further depends on the number
of layers delivered to the receiver [12]. The other category can
be called “relative” utility, which is a “transformed” metric to
represent a receiver’s satisfactory given its expectation. Clearly,
a relative utility not only depends on the bandwidth and number
of layers delivered to the receiver, but also its expected band-
width or its own capacity; for example, a typical relative utility
function called interreceiver fairness (IRF) is given by the actual
received bandwidth of a receiver normalized with respect to its
capacity [10].

How a utility function should be exactly defined remains
an open research issue. The choice can actually depend on a
number of factors (e.g., encoding and transmission algorithms)
and, more important, the design objective of the system. For
example, from a network provider’s perspective, an absolute
utility function, such as throughput, is preferable if the revenue
is proportional to the total received bandwidth of all the re-
ceivers. But such an absolute utility tends to favor broadband
receivers over those narrowband receivers. In this case, a
relative utility function seems more suitable from a receiver’s
perspective, in particular, narrowband receivers.

Instead of limiting our scope to a specific absolute or relative
utility, we introduce a generic utility function which takes into
account several essential parameters for layered video applica-
tions. We define the utility for a particular receiver subscribing
a video session , denoted as , to be a function of the
receiver’s capacity , its actual received video bandwidth , and
the total number of its subscribed layers .

There are several important advantages of the above frame-
work for utility functions. First, by taking , , and as
parameters, our framework can accommodate both absolute
and relative utility functions for layered video. For example,
an absolute utility that characterizes the perceptual video
quality for a receiver can be denoted as ,
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Fig. 1. List of notations.

where is a mapping from the layering structure to the
perceptual video quality. On the other hand, an extension of
IRF, the application-aware fairness index(AFI), has the form
of [6], which normalizes the
receiver’s perceived video quality by its maximum expected
quality (a single-layer video with the bandwidth being equal to
the receiver’s capacity). Second, since the rate-quality relation
for video compression depends on the video sequence and the
video encoder, it is very difficult to characterize such a relation
by using a closed form function for complex video coders
(particularly for a layered video coder). Our utility function
does not require such explicit characterization. It takes only
discrete parameters that are observable from network services.
Furthermore, our optimal allocation algorithms do not put any
continuity or differentiable constraints on the utility function.
As a result, only some sampled points of the function need to
be calculated by the layered coder, and a simple table-search
algorithm for the prestored values is sufficient for our optimal
allocation algorithms.

We now have a 4-tuple, for our system
model, where is the total number of available channels
for our system, is the set of the sessions (sharing the total
bandwidth ) and is the number of receivers with a
capacity of channels in session . The problem to solve
is to find an appropriate layering structure for each session as
well as bandwidth allocation among sessions and layers such
that the total system utility is maximized.

IV. OPTIMAL LAYERING AND BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION

In this section, we formally describe the utility-based opti-
mization problem for video layering and bandwidth allocation.

We also develop efficient polynomial time algorithms to solve
this optimization problem.

A. Mathematical Formulation

Let denote the layer allocation vector for video session ,
, where is the total number of layers

of the allocation vector and is the cumulative bandwidth up to
layer . Under a given allocation vector for a session, a receiver
shall subscribe to as many layers as possible, subject to its ac-
cess capacity. That is, a receiver in session with a capacity
of channels should subscribe to layers , where

. In this case, the cumulative subscription

bandwidth for the receiver is , and its utility is thus
.

Let system utility be the sum of the utilities among all the re-
ceivers in the system. Our objective is to achieve the maximum
system utility by properly choosing a layering structure, i.e., the
number of layers for each session, and allocating the total band-
width among the sessions and layers. The notations for this op-
timal layering and allocation problem are summarized in Fig. 1.

Assuming the session bandwidth budget for session is
channels, any possible should therefore satisfy .
In addition, denote as the maximum capacity among all
the receivers in session . Clearly, it does not help to set the
cumulative bandwidth to a video layer to be higher than
because no receiver can subscribe to such a layer. Finally, if

for , then the th
layer allocation is not useful since subscription to layer will
not further improve the utility to the receiver. Hence, we say that

is a feasible layer allocation vector if: 1) ; 2)
; and 3)

for , .
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The input to the optimization algorithm is a 4-tuple
, and the output is the maximum system

utility , together with the corresponding optimal allocation
vectors, , , which gives the bandwidth allocation for
each session , the total number of layers ( ) for session
, and the bandwidth allocation ( ) for each layer

in session . This optimal layering and bandwidth allocation
problem can be formally stated as follows:

Maximize

Subject to is a feasible allocation vector and

(1)

B. Intrasession and Intersession Bandwidth Decomposition

Since there are a finite number of channels in the system and
the rate allocations among layers and sessions are in unit of a
channel, there is a finite number of feasible rate allocations vec-
tors for the sessions. Therefore, there exists an optimal solution
for OPT-SYS.

To solve the optimization problem, we first introduce the no-
tion of session utility and present a decomposition mechanism
for intrasession and intersession allocation. The session utility

for session is the total utility of all the receivers in the
session under a feasible layer allocation vector , and the op-
timal session utility, , is the maximum of among
all possible allocation vectors. The following lemma shows that
problem OPT-SYS can be solved in two steps. First, we per-
form optimal intrasession allocation, which optimally sets the
layering structure (i.e., the number of layers in a session) and
allocates channels among the layers under each possible ses-
sion bandwidth budget . Second, we perform optimal inter-
session allocation, which optimally allocates the total system
bandwidth among sessions based on the results of the
optimal intrasession allocation.

Lemma 1 (Decomposition Lemma): For a total number of
channels in the system, the optimal system utility is the max-
imum of the sum of all the optimal session utilities. That is

Proof: First, by the definition of , we have
. Second, denote the session

bandwidth allocation for as ( ), and the cor-

responding session utilities .
We have

Combining the two inequalities, we have

The decomposition lemma enables us to solve problem
OPT-SYS through separate intrasession and intersession allo-
cations. In the following subsection, we describe these two
subproblems and present efficient algorithms for each of them.

1) Intrasession Layering and Rate Allocation: For session
, assume the session bandwidth budget is given by channels.

The objective of optimal intrasession allocation is to find an ap-
propriate layering structure (i.e., number of layers) and the rate
allocation for each layer such that the sum of the utilities among
all the receivers in this session is maximized. We formally state
the optimal intrasession layering and rate allocation problem as
follows:

Maximize

Subject to is a feasible allocation vector (2)

We use an iterativ algorithm to solve this problem. The key
idea is as follows. Since session ’s bandwidth budget is
channels and the maximum capacity among all receivers in
this session is , and the fact that rate allocation for each
layer is an integral number of channels, the number of layers
for session can only take a countable number of values, i.e.,

. We start with the one-layer case, i.e.,
there is only a single layer (base layer) for the session. In this
case, the number of channels for this layer can vary from 1 to

, and we can easily calculate the utility for each allocation.
Then, we add one more layer on top of the one-layer case and
calculate the session utility for the two-layer case. In general,
upon the rate allocation for the th layer, the th layer
can be laid on top the th layer using some remaining
channels. Note that when considering an -layer structure, only
the receivers that can subscribe to layer in the previous
step may be eligible to subscribe to a higher layer (due to
receiver capacity limitation). Therefore, given the optimal
session utility for the case of layers, we only need to add
the utility difference of these receivers but not the receivers
subscribing to lower layers (1 to ).

This algorithm can be formally described with a recur-
rence relation. We define an auxiliary function as

for
and , i.e., the

optimal session utility when a total number of layers
are generated and the cumulative bandwidth up to layer

is channels. The solution to the problem of intrases-
sion allocation OPT-INTRA is clearly given by

. Based on the
above discussions, we give a recurrence relation of in
Fig. 2.

For , i.e., the session bandwidth budget is higher
than the maximum receiver capacity, we let .
Once the optimal session utility is obtained, the corresponding
layer allocation vector can be easily obtained by applying a
backtracking method on the recurrence relation for .

The correctness of the above recurrence relation can be
proved by induction. For the base case , there is only
one layer to be generated with bandwidth . is thus
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for �(m; l) calculation.

. The first
term is the total utility of the receivers that cannot subscribe to
the layer ( ), and the second term is the total utility of all
other receivers ( ). Note that can be set to a
very small value or even a negative value to ensure that, under
an optimal allocation, all the receivers can subscribe to at least
one layer (the base layer).

For the general case , there are layers
to be generated, which can be viewed as adding a new layer to
the case with only layers. Without loss of generality, we
assume this new layer is layer , and suppose is the cumulative
bandwidth up to layer . All the receivers that subscribe to
layer should have capacities greater than . Therefore, in the

-layer case, all such receivers should subscribe to layer
, the highest layer. The difference of the session utility when

layer is generated on top of the -layer case is thus

Since is the optimal session utility for the
-layer case, is simply given by

2) Intersession Rate Allocation: The objective of interses-
sion bandwidth allocation is to optimally allocate the total
channels in the system to different sessions so that the
system utility is maximized. Given that the optimal session util-
ities, , , have been calculated
in the optimal intrasession layering and rate allocation, the in-
tersession allocation problem can be stated as follows:

Maximize

Subject to and (3)

This optimization problem can also be solved using an
iterative algorithm. We define an auxiliary function as

Fig. 3. Algorithm for !(n; i): calculation.

for , and

, i.e., the maximum total utility of sessions
when a total bandwidth of channels are allocated

to these sessions. The solution to problem OPT-INTER is thus
The algorithm in Fig. 3

can be used to calculate

C. Complexity of the Algorithms

To perform intersession bandwidth allocation, we should cal-
culate the optimal session utilities for all possible session band-
width budgets, i.e., solving problems OPT-INTRA ( ) for

and . Note that if
for and are available, all the above
problems can be solved. Fortunately, these values of can
be obtained using the recurrence relation (see Fig. 2) in polyno-
mial time , where is the time complexity for
calculating

For the optimal intersession allocation algorithm, when all
session utilities are available, its time complexity is bounded by

, where
We can employ several techniques to speed up the opti-

mization algorithms. For example, an absolute utility function
depends only on the receiver’s actually received

bandwidth and the corresponding number of layers but is
independent of the receiver’s own capacity . Hence, in Fig. 2,
we have

Note that , are invariants in the ex-
ecution of the algorithm. They can be precomputed and stored
with number of entries. Therefore, is and the
time complexity of the optimal intrasession allocation algorithm
is simply . For a relative utility, since de-
pends on , is , in general. However, there are still
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TABLE I
EXECUTION TIME FOR OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS

some common relative utilities functions that are of com-
plexity. For example, consider the relative utility function AFI
defined as [6]. We have

where , can be precom-
puted and stored as well, and, thus, remains .

To demonstrate the efficiency of our optimization algorithms
in practice, we implement the optimization algorithms using
C++ on an Intel Pentium III 900 MHz PC with 256 MB memory.
The execution times under different settings with the AFI utility
function are listed in Table I. It can be seen that the solutions can
be computed within a reasonably short period of time, which is
suitable for real-time applications.

V. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, we discuss some implementation issues in
practice, including the choice of layered video codec and the
computation overhead in an online implementation.

A. Choice of Video Codec

In the video coding area, scalable coding typically refers to
layered coding. In this paper, we are particularly interested in
scalable video coders with a flexible layering structure and fine
granularity in terms of rate control. Recent advances in scalable
video coding have demonstrated that this is possible and can
be done efficiently. A representative technique is the bit-plane
coding algorithm, which uses embedded representations in com-
pression [12]. For illustration, there are 64 (8 8) DCT coeffi-
cients for each video block. All the most significant bits from the
64 DCT coefficients form bitplane 0, all the second most signif-
icant bits form bitplane 1, and so forth. In the output stream, the
bitplanes, not the coefficients, are placed sequentially. Hence,
layers can be generated by an assembling and packetization pro-
cedure, which can truncate the embedded stream in any position
to achieve a specified output rate. This post-encoding method is
different from the traditional scalability tools that use a fixed
layering structure and perform rate control at the source coding
stage. As a result, bitplane-based scalable coding can achieve
very flexible layering structure, which makes it possible to pro-
duce arbitrary number of layers and to fine tune the rate of

each layer with a fast response time. Bit-plane coding has been
adopted in the MPEG-4 fine granularity scalability (FGS) stan-
dard [12].

Regarding the layering overhead, there are several factors that
need to be considered. For example, a packetization scheme can
affect the overhead since different packetization schemes use a
different amount of bits for layer identification, synchroniza-
tion, and error concealment, which leads to different overheads
[19]. In the experiments described in the next section, we use
a wide range of settings to take into account such a layering
overhead.

B. Online Implementation

There is a potential issue of computational overhead associ-
ated with online adaptation, but as we have shown earlier, our
algorithm runs reasonably fast for real-time adaptation. Further-
more, since our algorithm is based on the bandwidth distribution
of all the receivers (instead of the bandwidth of an individual
receiver), the adaptation algorithm needs to be executed only
when the distribution has changed significantly, which can be
easily identified by using standard statistical methods (e.g., the
Pearson’s test or the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test [29]). Fi-
nally, according to the principle of decomposition, the session
utility of a particular session is independent of the receiver status
of other sessions. Hence, when the status of a session changes,
only its own session utility needs to be recalculated, together
with one execution of intersession allocation.

VI. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATIONS

In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the
performance of the optimal layering and rate allocation algo-
rithms for video broadcasting. We also compare it to commonly
used nonoptimal allocation schemes to show performance
improvement.

A. Simulation Settings

To show the heterogeneous nature of the receivers, we model
the variation of capacity among receivers in a session with a
multimodal distribution. Specifically, we observe that the ac-
cess link and video decoding component of a receiver typically
follows some specific standards yet some use customized soft-
ware/hardware [1]. Thus, we use a mixture Gaussian model [20]
to represent the capacity distribution among the receivers in a
session. That is, we assume there are several clusters each fol-
lowing a Gaussian distribution. In our simulation, we assume
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TABLE II
ALLOCATION VECTORS FOR INTRASESSION ALLOCATION WITH DIFFERENT UTILITY FUNCTIONS

the bandwidth of each channel is 28.8 Kb/s, with the minimum
and maximum receiver capacities being 2 and 25 channels, re-
spectively. This range covers the rate of most available wireless
link access technologies. This is also the typical dynamic range
of existing scalable video coders, such as the MPEG-4 PFGS
coder [17]. The standard deviation of a cluster is set to 10%
of the cluster mean. Therefore, most bandwidth differences are
within , yet a few reach about 40% or more, which re-
flects the flexibility in device design.

We use the MPEG-4 progressive fine-granularity scalable
(PFGS) video encoder [17] to generate layered video streams.
A standard video test sequence “Foreman (CIF)” is used in our
study. The TM-5 rate control model is adopted to control the
bit-rate of the base layer [24]. The number of enhancement
layers as well as their respective bandwidth is allocated by
an assembling and packetization module [19]. As in previous
studies [21], we define the layering overhead per layer as
follows: assume layers are generated at bandwidth , and a
single-layer stream with the same video quality has bandwidth

, is given by with a unit of channel per
layer.

B. Intrasession Allocation

In this section, we focus on a single session and conduct ex-
periments to show the performance and behavior of the optimal
algorithm for intrasession layering and rate allocation.

1) Effect of Utility Functions: We have used a series of
utility functions to study their impact, including typical map-
pings used in the literature [6], [9], [10], as well as mappings for
practical layered video encoders [17]. Specifically, we present
the results for an absolute utility function ,
where is the objective video quality measured by the
PSNR (with a unit of decibels ) [17] and the relative utility
function AFI, defined as [6].

Table II presents the optimal layer allocation vectors with
the above two utility functions for a capacity distribution of
six clusters. The layering overhead is 0.5 channel per layer,
which is moderate. We find that, with different utility functions,
the corresponding optimal bandwidth allocation for each layer
is quite different. For a system employing an absolute utility
function, the rate allocation typically favors receivers with high
bandwidths. This can be observed in Fig. 4, where the receiver
utility under different access capacity is plotted. Under the ab-
solute utility function (PSNR), the utility at a receiver is a non-
decreasing function of the receiver access capacity. As a result,
the optimal allocation tends to allocate more layers in the high
capacity region so that higher utility can be obtained from this
region. On the contrary, the relative utility function (AFI) does

Fig. 4. Receiver utility for optimal allocation with different utility functions:
(a) relative utility, application-aware fairness index (AFI) and (b) absolute
utility, PSNR (decibels as unit).

not favor high capacity receivers as the utility is normalized.
Such observations confirm our arguments in Section III. For the
rest of the experiments in this section, we will show results only
with the AFI utility function.

2) Impact of Layering Overhead: Fig. 5 shows the optimal
session utility as a function of the bandwidth allocated to the
session. The layering overheads are 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 channel per
layer, respectively, which cover both light and heavy overhead
cases. In this figure, as well as the remaining figures, the ses-
sion utility (or system utility) is normalized by the number of
receivers in the session (or system). Not surprisingly, all the
curves are nondecreasing with the increase of the session band-
width. The optimal session utility of (no layering over-
head) achieves the ideal session utility, 1, when the bandwidth
budget is at least 25 channels. In this case, each receiver has
a layer whose cumulative bandwidth perfectly matches the re-
ceiver’s capacity. However, if the layering overhead is taken into
account, the ideal session utility cannot be achieved because the
overhead counteracts the benefits from increasing the number
of layers. In all these cases, the session utility will converge to a
steady value for bandwidth greater than 25 channels, the highest
access capacity among all the receivers in the session.
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Fig. 5. Optimal session utility as a function of session bandwidth for different
layering overheads (h channel per layer).

Fig. 6. Optimal session utility for a given number of layers with different
layering overheads. Session bandwidth is 25 channels.

Fig. 6 shows the optimal session utility as a function of the
number of layers for different layering overheads. It can be seen
that when , the session utility is nondecreasing with the
number of layers for the given session bandwidth budget. How-
ever, if , the session utility is no longer nondecreasing
and has a maximum value at a certain number of layers (in this
example, about four to six layers, depending on the overheads).
Intuitively speaking, below that number of layers, the adapta-
tion granularity on the receiver’s end is somewhat coarse; above
which, more layering overhead is incurred.

The above results clearly demonstrate that if the layering
overhead is not considered, the use of “thin” layers, i.e., gen-
erating more layers for a given session bandwidth budget, is
preferable. On the other hand, if the layering overhead is con-
sidered, there exists an optimal number of layers such that the
session utility is maximized. This optimal number can be found
using our optimal intrasession layering and rate allocation
algorithm.

Note that, regardless of whether layering overhead is consid-
ered or not, the session utility (as well as the corresponding al-
locations) under different session bandwidth budget is different,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Session utility as a function of the number of layers for the optimal and
exponential allocation schemes. (a) Session bandwidth is 15 channels, layering
overhead is 0.5 channel/layer. (b) Session bandwidth is 25 channels, layering
overhead is 0.5 channel/layer.

even if the same number of layers are generated. For example,
in Fig. 7, for the 15-channel case, the maximum session utility
is 0.78. However, in the 25-channel case, it can reach 0.86. In
a bandwidth-limited network, it is thus necessary to use an in-
tersession allocation scheme to optimally allocate the available
bandwidth to different sessions.

3) Optimal Versus Nonoptimal Allocations: In this exper-
iment, we compare the performance of our optimal allocation
scheme and a scheme employing a fixed layering structure.
Again, we focus our study on a single session. In the literature, a
widely recommended fixed allocation scheme is the exponential
allocation, in which the cumulative layer rates are exponentially
spaced by a constant factor , i.e., . This is
the scheme adopted in the original receiver-driven layered
multicast (RLM) protocol [3] and many other experiments [6],
[7]. Given the session bandwidth budget , the lower
bound of the base layer bandwidth and the number of layers

, we can can calculate as . In this experiment,
we assume that is fixed to five layers for the exponential
allocation. For , we assume the allocation is the same
as that for .

Fig. 8 shows the session utility as a function of session band-
width for the optimal allocation and the exponential allocation.
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Clearly, the session utility under the optimal allocation is greater
than that under the exponential allocation. In particular, under
the optimal intrasession allocation, the session utility is nonde-
creasing, while under the exponential allocation, the behavior
of the session utility is somewhat unpredictable. This is be-
cause the exponential allocation is not aware of the receivers’
bandwidth distribution for the session. It may allocate the layer
bandwidth to be a level with few receivers, and hence aggravates
the bandwidth mismatches. We also show the results with dif-
ferent numbers of layers for the two allocation schemes in Fig. 7.
Again, there are significant gaps between the two schemes even
if the numbers of layers are the same. These results reaffirm that
the optimal choice of the number of layers must be used in con-
junction with the optimal bandwidth allocation for each layer
and vice versa.

C. Joint Intrasession and Intersession Allocation

We also study the effect of joint intrasession and intersession
layering and bandwidth allocation and try to identify the respec-
tive contribution of the optimal intrasession and intersession al-
locations to the total system utility, specifically in the case where
the sessions have uneven populations.

We assume that the demand probabilities for different video
sessions follow a Zipf distribution [25]. This distribution has
been widely used in the literature [26] and captures the differ-
ence in terms of popularity for the video sessions. The Zipf dis-
tribution is expressed as

(4)

where is a parameter called skew factor. For , the
Zipf distribution is reduced to a uniform distribution with

. However, the distribution becomes increasingly
“skewed” as increases, i.e., a few popular video sessions
attract many more receivers than the others. In other words, the
session popularities are differentiated.

We consider all four possible combinations of the intra–inter
session allocation: 1) OptIntra-OptInter, where both intrases-
sion and intersession allocations are optimal; 2) OptIntra-Uni-
Inter, where only intrasession allocation is optimal and inters-
ession allocation is a uniform allocation; 3) ExpIntra-OptInter,
where only intersession is optimal and intrasession is exponen-
tial allocation; and 4) ExpIntra-UniInter, where both are nonop-
timal. In the experiments, we assume that there are 500 receivers
belonging to ten sessions. We vary the skew factor for session
popularity distribution from 0 to 1. The number of clusters for
the receiver capacity distribution in a session is uniformly dis-
tributed from 2 to 9. We then draw 500 samples from the above
model to obtain a receivers’ status distribution for the whole
system.

Fig. 9 shows the system utilities with different skew
factors for all the four combinations. It is clear that the
optimal intra/inter allocation scheme outperforms all other
schemes. Comparing these curves, specifically the curves
of OptIntra-UniInter and ExpIntra-OptInter, we find that the
contribution of the optimal intersession allocation becomes

Fig. 8. Session utility as a function of session bandwidth for the optimal and
exponential allocation schemes. Layering overhead h is 0.5 channel/layer.

Fig. 9. Total system utility for different skew factors. Total system bandwidth
N is 128 channels.

more important as the skew factor increases. Note that a higher
skew factor means that some popular video programs attract
much more receivers than others. It is thus advisable to allocate
more channels to these sessions. Specifically, in Fig. 9, for a
total system bandwidth of 128 channels, when , Ex-
pIntra-OptInter outperforms OptIntra-UniInter. This reaffirms
our claim that the optimal intersession allocation should be
considered.

D. Bandwidth Difference in Handoff

So far, we have focused on adaptation in a single cell. In a
multicell network, receivers would move across cells. If the
receiver distribution is nonuniform in the network, there could
be some bandwidth variations during handoff and smooth
handoff thus becomes a crucial issue. More explicitly, we de-
fine the bandwidth difference for each receiver during handoff
as , where is the receiver’s original
subscription bandwidth and is its subscription bandwidth in
the new cell; if this difference is large, it would cause noticeably
video quality fluctuation.
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Fig. 10. CDF of the bandwidth difference during handoff.

To investigate such variance, we generate 50 cell instances
with cell population (the number of receivers in the cell) being
uniformly distributed from 10 to 100. All these receivers be-
long to the same session and the number of clusters for the re-
ceiver capacity distribution in a cell is uniformly distributed in
2 through 9. For each cell pair, we assume 10% of the receivers
move from one cell to another and then calculate the bandwidth
difference under the optimal allocation. The cumulative distri-
bution function (CDF) of the bandwidth differences is shown
in Fig. 10. We can see that the subscription bandwidth for a re-
ceiver usually does not change drastically during handoff. Most
times, the bandwidth differences are less than 20%, which often
can be effectively masked on the receiver’s side by seamless
transition techniques for video streams [18], [27].The differ-
ence is particularly small for low layering overheads because
more layers are generated in this case and, hence, finer adapta-
tion granularity can be achieved.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a systematic study for addressing
the important problem of optimal layering and bandwidth allo-
cation (among sessions and layers) for video broadcasting in
a wireless environment. We employed a generic utility func-
tion for each receiver under each video session. We cast the
joint problem of layering and bandwidth allocation into an op-
timization problem of total system utility among all receivers.
By using a simple two-step decomposition of intersession and
intrasession allocations, we derived efficient algorithms to solve
the optimization problem. Numerical results showed that the op-
timal layering and bandwidth allocation can improve the total
system utility substantilly. Practical issues for deploying the al-
gorithm in typical wireless networks were also discussed. We
demonstrated that our algorithm can be efficiently supported by
the recently developed scalable video codecs, such as FGS or
PFGS, and that the overall system complexity can be kept at a
reasonably low level.

It is worth noting that our optimal layering and bandwidth al-
location algorithm is also applicable to other broadcast- or mul-
ticast-capable networks. In a multicell network with the optimal
allocations, the subscription bandwidth for a receiver usually
does not change drastically during handoff, and thus could be

masked on the receiver’s side by using seamless stream transi-
tion techniques. Since a global optimization with cell collabo-
rations is usually of high complexity and incurs extra overheads
for information exchange among cells [15], we suggest the cells
simply perform allocation independently. This is also well sup-
ported by FGS or PFGS coding, since their layer partitioning
and rate control are performed as a postencoding process, which
can be implemented easily at each access point, without gener-
ating replicated streams from the video source.
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